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Preface 
 

“Sustainability is nothing without action.” 

Giulia, 11 years old, while making bread at Cascina Mulini Asciutti 

 

The Stories of the Mill take their cue from the work of CREDA onlus, an Italian not-for-profit 

organization. The stories originate from the experience carried out at their head office, at the 

Centre of cultural production on sustainability of Cascina Mulini Asciutti in the Park of Monza, 

and from a few other community transition projects developed in the adjacent territory to 

where CREDA onlus operates. 

The three stories emerge from the observation of what happens in Cascina Mulini Asciutti: 

 during the visits of the citizens who go for a stroll in the Park of Monza and decide to visit 

the farmstead, 

 throughout the educational and outdoor learning projects for schools and groups,  

 during green weeks in nature for children and teenagers, 

 and at the open Sundays for visitors. 

The stories try to represent a distillation of the multi-coloured experience of hundreds of 

people who every year visit and fall in love with this site and its natural and cultural heritage. 

They often return to smell the grains ground by the millstones of the mill, hear the rumble of 

the canal’s water when the sluices raise, smell the aroma of sourdough bread and of biscuits 

that are baking in the oven, feel the sense of uniqueness and peace that encompasses this 

green site on the outskirts of the city, enjoy the freedom to sit down in the grass to rest and 

have direct contact with natural elements. 

The stories are about the passion for crafts that are close to nature such as beekeeping, 

milling, and baking bread made with original wheat seeds, and how the visitors perceive these 

activities. 

The narration is from two points of view. 

The first is from the experience of a group of people who work together to enhance, promote 

and make accessible the historic watermill nestled in the enchanted nature of Cascina Mulini 

Asciutti. While they were carrying on their educative tasks, they have experienced and dealt 

with traditional crafts, typical of the rural area. As they discovered the different type of 

expertise, they developed a passion especially for three typical crafts of the farm: bee-keeping, 

milling and making and baking bread and pizza. While they learnt more, they found that these 

typical jobs could become part of the learning resources for the active exploration of the 

cultural and natural heritage of the Cascina Mulini Asciutti site. 
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The second point of view is the visitors’ one, the people from 0 to 99 years old who -  

occasionally, or assiduously or for specific projects - go to this site and remain inextricably 

linked, connected and related to it. 

These “real world” jobs – the bee keeper, the baker and the miller - are far beyond the narrow 

view of activities in the “green sector”. They show with their action and the deep connection 

with nature, the possibility of understanding and recognizing the chance for all people to 

develop their thinking and action for sustainability in their work, study and even in their 

leisure activities. 

The stories of the mill represent a unit of learning that, according to interests and educational 

needs, will be useful to explore the emotional and intimate value that binds us to a particular 

natural and cultural heritage as a force to take care of what surrounds us. 

The goal is to stimulate sensitivity and empathy towards the places where we live, study or 

go for a visit, for example when we travel, promoting the love for nature and the natural and 

cultural heritage of the planet and encouraging people to seek authentic and real contexts to 

touch, get excited from and take action about. 

Teachers can use these stories to inspire their students and help them develop competencies 

and skills. Learners will need to develop a range of thinking related competences to play a 

positive role in a sustainable society. The main aim of the stories of the Mills is that the 

students become capable to act while also experiencing openness. The feeling “I can do that 

too!” is very important for students – as much as the emotion to be truly responsible for 

something (a good bread, the equilibrium of the water in the canal… ) or someone (the bees, 

the ecosystems around). 

Students will also be able to identify connections and relationships between phenomena, 

events and concepts of different disciplines. They will understand the systemic nature of living 

in a farmstead, identifying similarities and differences, consistencies and inconsistencies, 

causes and effects. 

Some of the competences that can be addressed working on these stories and taking a field 

trip in a similar situation are: 

 to recognize our relationship with nature, appreciating the need to live in balance with 

it; 

 to apply knowledge and methodologies that explain the natural world to find solutions 

to human impacts on the environment; 

 To develop a sense of initiative and of turning ideas into action; 

 to apply sustainability concepts to examples from our own lives, motivating ourselves 

and others to act accordingly; 

 to perceive what a circular economy means and that it is within everyone’s reach; 
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 to think critically and with curiosity about the world around us, including information we 

encounter directly around us; 

 to form informed and autonomously reached opinions and decisions; 

 to consider things from different perspectives and to understand the perspectives of 

others; 

 to reflect upon our own abilities and gain self-belief in order to take action in a positive 

and sustainable way; 

 to form and conduct life plans, taking responsibility for our lifelong learning. 

In the end the stories of the mill, while focusing and exploring a real and tangible place that 

reveals a cultural heritage, knowledge, rituals and habits related to rural life and agricultural 

and handicraft activities, can also open many questions to reflect on: 

 How nature works and operates, including what Fritjof Capra calls “Living Systems”, 

based on the principles of ecology such as cycle, energy flow, balance and equilibrium, 

resilience, and change. 

 A systemic understanding of life, that recognises the fundamental interdependence of all 

natural phenomena and integrates the biological, cognitive, social, and ecological 

dimensions of life. 

 How natural and cultural heritage can enhance willingness to protect and take care of the 

earth and the nature around us. 

 How natural and cultural heritage can relate to many different areas of knowledge, from 

the self to the natural and technical world around us, and from the local to the global 

levels of society. 

 How things are interdependent and connected on an economic, social and ecological 

level. 

 Considering sustainability to build communities and organizations and ensure a 

sustainable future for the planet. 

Finally some information about CREDA onlus (Centro Ricerca Educazione Documentazione 

Ambientale). It is a non-profit organization that promotes sustainable development and 

citizen participation for the care and protection of the territory and the space where we live, 

through projects of education, learning, awareness and communication on relevant issues 

relating to environment, sustainability and science. The association was founded in 1987 by 

the will of four other national organizations: WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature), 

Legambiente, Italia Nostra and Agesci (Association of Italian Guides and Scouts). 

The association has over the years consolidated its role, becoming a reference centre for 

environmental education and education for sustainability and enabling collaboration with 
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other organizations, environmental education centres, associations, public and private 

companies on a regional level, nationally and internationally. 

These are the three main areas of action: 

1. Projects for sustainability. 

2. Education and outdoor learning. 

3. Cultural events and cultural heritage projects in the park of Monza 

All the organization's projects are designed with the goal of involving the local community to 

take action and improve the quality of life and of the environment.   

The mission of CREDA onlus is: 

 Protecting and enhancing nature and the environment, involving local communities 

through learning and educational actions and active participation. 

 promoting behaviour change and values for sustainability. 

 opening the possibility for citizens, students, and visitors to experience the big issues 

of sustainability through first hand activities.  

 designing projects, training, and experiences to link complexity and systemic visions 

of sustainability to real life, enabling people to become conscious of 

interconnectedness - you, me and the world around, and empowering people to take 

positive action. 

The organization's office is at the Park of Monza, in a farmstead built in the beginning of the 

1800s. The association is committed to the functional recovery of Cascina Mulini Asciutti with 

a cultural development project that involves all the different spaces of the site with the aim 

of founding a permanent educational and learning resource on the theme of sustainability for 

schools and the community. 
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The context 
The place of the stories is located in the city of Monza in the north region of the Italian 

peninsula, in a rural complex situated in the Park of Monza called Cascina Mulini Asciutti 

(literally: Dry Mills Farmstead) 

 

Fig 1: The town of Monza, in the Lombardy Region, in the North part of Italy 

The Park of Monza is part of the Regional Park of the Lambro Valley, a system of protected 

green areas of natural interest in the Lombardy Region. It is a protected natural area 

surrounded by the city environment that shows distinguished landscapes, natural and cultural 

heritage. 

The park is one of the major historical European city parks and one of the largest walled parks 

in Europe. 

It has a centuries-old history that is intertwined with the most important events that have 

characterized the Lombardy Region in the last two centuries. It was created in 1805 on the 

initiative of Eugène de Beauharnais, viceroy at the time of Napoleon, and designed by Luigi 

Canonica, a pupil of the architect Piermarini who designed the Villa Reale. 

It is a landscaped park, consisting of vast areas of lawn in the centre, a formal garden near the 

Villa Reale (Royal Gardens), some agricultural land around the historic farmsteads and some 

extensive wooded areas along the Lambro river. The park also contains the Autodromo 

Nazionale of Monza, which is a race track used for formula one racing.  
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It has an area of 688 hectares and is located north of the city of Monza in one of the most 

densely populated Italian areas: in a radius of 15 km from the Park there are nearly 2,400,000 

people living, with the second highest population density in Italy. 

For all these characteristics, the Park of Monza represents an essential and unique area for 

this territory and inhabitants for its landscape, natural, historical and heritage value. It reveals 

a small concentrated area where people can taste what there was in the nineteenth-century 

in Brianza: forests, meadows, cultivated fields, the Lambro river, farmsteads and villas. 

The Park of Monza is now the most important site where citizens can experience a natural 

environment and can take a break from the never-ending City, as it was defined by the Italian 

sociologist Aldo Bonomi, namely the area that begins from Milan and goes north to Monza 

and more over. 

 

Fig.2: The pink colour shows the population density of the area from Milano to Monza. You can see the shape of 
the green zone of the Park of Monza, insinuated in the pink area, an isle in the infinite city from Milan to Monza 
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Fig.3: The Park of Monza, completely surrounded by the city. In the yellow circle is pointed out Cascina Mulini 
Asciutti, there the stories are based. 
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Cascina Mulini Asciutti, where the stories are based, is a rural complex characterized by a 

watermill with 6 millstones where, until the '60s, rye, corn and wheat were stone ground. 

There is a large community oven which can bake up to 40 kg of bread at time, two barns with 

stables, several green areas that were cultivated in the past and a millrace that shows a very 

interesting and alive ecosystem of plants and animal species. The rural complex preserves the 

only complete and functioning nineteenth-century mill of the entire area surrounding  the 

Lambro River. 

 

Fig.3 Cascina Mulini Asciutti designed by Arch. Tazzini in 1833. The architectural complex has a strong cultural 

and historical heritage, for its identity of a water mill for the cereal grinding inside the agricultural model 

designed for the Park of Monza. 

At present CREDA onlus is committed to the architectural restoration of all of the complex. A 

cultural enhancement project for this site has been designed to drive the refurbishment. The 

aims are to highlight the historical identity of the whole complex and the close relationship 

between the ancient milling activity and the future, developing the themes of innovation, 

creativity and technology for sustainability. The rural complex will be refurbished with an 

intelligent and innovative "smart" core, to manage the use of energy and resources, the 

electric, cooling and heating systems, the lighting, construction techniques, flows and waste 

management.  
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This site contains unique peculiarities in just a half a hectare. In an area with a population 

density among the highest in Italy and more than 2.4 million people living within a radius of 

15 km, Cascina Mulini Asciutti is an oasis in front of many citizen’s doors and a very accessible 

outdoor learning site for schools and residents. It is becoming a setting where people can: 

• take their time, relax and reconnect with the cycles and rhythms of nature; 

• Immerse themselves in an environment that shows good quality of biodiversity (both 

botanical and wildlife); 

• explore a real and tangible place that reveals a cultural heritage, knowledge, rituals and 

habits related to rural life and agricultural and handicraft activities. 

All this makes this area an educational resource, where we can feel that everything is 

connected - ourselves, others, the world around us - and consider ways of building 

communities and organizations that ensure a sustainable future for the planet. 

 

Fig.4 Families and citizens visiting the mill and attending outdoor activities. 
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Fig.5 The enhancement cultural project that has been implemented for the site of Cascina Mulini Asciutti. The name of the project is, literally, “The mill of 
energies”. It includes labs for educational activities, a discovery room, green spaces to observe and experience nature, space for permanent and temporary 
exhibitions, a permaculture garden, a tinkering space, a room for grain milling and one for the energy production lab, a community oven and an apiary.  
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For the forthcoming honey 
Cristina truly loves bees. 

She first visited the family apiary in the Alps only ten days after her birth. Fascinated by 

bees right away, Cristina did not wait too long to put her nose in a beehive: since she was a 

young girl, she has bred and taken care of her father’s bees in the same apiary that was 

used before by her grandfather’s father. Only recently Cristina has had a chance to have her 

own bees and she has arranged her apiary in Cascina Mulini Asciutti with 40 honeycombs. 

She wants to take the responsibility of what she learned so far and, most of all, she wants 

to create a real context facilitating and encouraging the encounter between all - children, 

youth and adults – and these amazing animals. 

She is a teacher and an educator. 

 

 

he passion for bees is so ingrained in my growth and in my formation that I have no 

memories of when it began. Since I was little, I’ve been seeing my father taking care 

of bees, both at the agronomic research centre where he worked and in his free time.  T 
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Then my deep interest for humanities and social arts prevailed in the choice of my studies. 

But after many years of research and theoretical work I had the perception of an absence: I 

missed producing things; I needed an activity that could connect theory and practice and I 

wanted to work back in nature. I started a small farm activity and I chose to continue the 

family tradition of beekeeping. 

I work in my apiary all year round with a short break in winter, when my visits become less 

frequent. The best month is March, because I wait for the honey that will come once again. I 

arrive at the apiary in the Park, riding my bike with the sun on my face in the calm of the 

morning to let the bees warm up. In this period, I only open the hives and I watch the bees 

growing and getting stronger. After a few visits, if the weather allows it, I can separate the 

stronger families and create new nucleus colonies to expand the apiary. 

Meanwhile, I visit the mating hives for the queens’ production and I introduce the queen cells 

to create new ones. The hives need to be closed in the early afternoon and I still have the 

time to sit down and observe the flight of the field bees that in this period of the year are 

loaded with coloured pollen. 

I especially like the unpredictability of bees. Hives behave differently each year and their 

behaviour is different if you move them to another area or climate. In the same apiary, each 

hive discloses differences from the neighbour. 

It is almost possible to state that every family has its own character. Partly this is determined 

by the queen and her genetics, but you should not make the mistake of ascribing everything 

to DNA. Bees can change their behaviour, adapt and learn. However, certainly the queen is 

important and, above all, it is important to know and recognize what is happening to her and 

how the queen is. 

Therefore, I make the queen more visible with a coloured dot so that I can identify her 

immediately. I choose one colour depending on the year of birth. The queen doesn't feel 

uncomfortable with it, at least it seems like it. 

I believe that beekeepers have to be, first of all, good observers. They need to know how to 

enter mentally into the hive as in a different universe and they must learn how to understand 

it and predict its behaviour. 
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Beekeepers must be good philosophers. They should love looking around in the natural world. 

Therefore to be a naturalist would be extremely helpful for this profession. They need to be 

able to ask themselves good research questions to be answered with both an experimental 

and bibliographic approach. So, a beekeeper is also a scientist and a student. 

Then they need to move their hands gently and skilfully to open the hives and to build new 

and additional objects for the profession. Actually, a beekeeper can also be a thousand other 

things: in beekeeping all our leaning, studies and passions will be useful. Not surprisingly, the 

sector includes practitioners from all professions.  
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To those who ask me what kind of beekeeping I'm trying to achieve at Cascina Mulini Asciutti, 

I answer without delay that I practice a feasible beekeeping. Now many consumers are looking 

for certified organic products as if the certification were a guarantee against all evils. In fact, 

you can do bad agriculture despite being organic. I wish that the consumers would buy my 

honey because they see how I work since my apiary is public and everyone can visit it. 

I try to do beekeeping that is careful of the insects from the environmental point of view, 

operating within natural cycles, for example in the hives’ development and for honey 

collection. Respectful of the consumers also, using in the hive no chemical treatments and no 

dross products. Of course, the challenge is to find the balance between environmental and 

economic issues because, especially for small producers as me, cost-effectiveness is a matter 

of survival. 

One of the most dangerous enemies for bees is currently varroa, a mite parasite that attaches 

to the bee's body and weakens it, sucking the haemolymph. I don't use chemical products at 

all, except in extreme emergency cases. Above all I don't like either to take easy shortcuts 

using excessively strong products, or blunders that lead to avoiding treatments, a practice 
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that inevitably causes the death of bees. I use oxalic acid combined with biomechanical traps: 

I isolate the queen in a frame where she will fill up with fresh larvae, becoming a strong 

attraction for varroa. Then I remove the varroa mites and I free the queen. This year I will test 

other methods and I will try to improve the queen’s biomechanical traps with an experimental 

hive. 

I am also following the evolution of the genetic selection of queen bees with a good resistance 

to varroa and I believe that some of these strains also will arrive even in our park. Antibiotics 

are, fortunately, prohibited in beekeeping because they are harmful and, in the case of bees, 

are not able to cure everything. In countries where they are allowed, the bees have much 

poorer health and families cannot survive too long. 

 

The lime honey produced in the apiary of Cascina Mulini Asciutti  

Bees are necessary and crucial for the balance and the stability of life on Earth. Without 

pollination, there is no reproduction, nor food, nor vegetation, put simply, there is no life. I 

think that now this message has been broadly spreading. 

Bees are one of the main pollinators, but above all they uniquely bred pollinators. This allows 
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us to be able to monitor their state of health easily and constantly, which is a proxy for the 

state of the environment. Bees are great bioindicators.  If the bees give signs of distress for 

agricultural treatments or for other pollutants, most likely wild pollinators are also affected. 

The bees should be therefore considered as an alarm bell for the environment. 

The park environmental situation is good, especially considering that plant protection 

treatments are partially prohibited. The extensive urbanization that we find just outside the 

park, however, is a serious problem, because it reduces nectar sources both in quality, variety 

and quantity. I believe that this is the major cause of the beekeeping crisis. Moreover, the 

scarcity of green areas is forcing beekeepers to crowd and this promotes also the spread of 

diseases among bees. We should distribute the hives over a much broader area. 

 

Teaching is a great experience in itself. This could be enough to explain my choice to make 

the apiary an open-air classroom. But I also believe that learning in an apiary is important for 

other reasons: firstly, because the bees are always studied, we need more and more experts 

in beekeeping and people that love bees to more accurately study them. Secondly, being in 

an apiary is a great place to learn about the natural world: it allows us to explore not just the 

species itself, but all the interconnections that we can find in an ecosystem. Therefore it 
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encourages us to appreciate balance. Thirdly, because learning in an apiary in real contact 

with other wild social animals makes us change our cognitive schemas and our own 

perspective to understand analogies and differences. 

The training of new beekeepers is for me a very important aspect if we want to introduce 

sustainability issues in our activity. In recent years, I have noticed how essential education 

and training are to determine sensibility and respect for nature and, as the bees fly away, 

then the problems are not confined to a single apiary, they quickly become a collective issue. 

In my previous social studies, I realized how complex the learning of a job or a craft is. It isn't 

worth reducing the learning process to a lecture-style instruction or a theoretical training. To 

learn a craft, we need to observe those who are working, internalizing tricks and movements. 

There is an unconscious and vicarious learning by doing which is fundamental both for 

children and for adults. Therefore, I am designing a radically different training course: instead 

of the usual lectures, the neo-beekeepers will commit to following their hive for a year, 

helping the whole apiary, looking at me while I work and discovering my best practices. It will 

mean a direct commitment to participants to take care of their own family of bees and of the 

whole apiary so that, in my perspective, it will become a collective heritage for all, a collective 

apiary open to citizens and schools. 

I think that engaging people directly in the work makes the learning much more alive and 

effective. Above all, this approach allows the learners to answer not to my questions but to 

the bees' questions, stimulating the research beyond the security of a theoretical manual. 

Such as: why do bees sting? 

 

WHY DO BEES STING? 

I'm chatting with Alessandro, an 11 years old boy who almost every Saturday afternoon comes 

to the park along with his father and sits on the grass while watching him playing volleyball 

on the lawn near the apiary. Alessandro doesn't show interest at all in volleyball, he is 

fascinated instead by bees and without any embarrassment he gets close to me and asks if he 

can become my assistant. 

 Have you ever been stung by a bee? - I ask him. I often inquire people visiting the apiary 

about this, to be sure that there are no particular reactions to stings. 

Alessandro ignores my question and instead he begins to look at me carefully,   Are these 

bees yours?  he urges me,  How many hives have you got? What are you doing? Why do 

you smoke bees, what if they get scared and sting me? 
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I smile and agree with his father, who has reached us in the meanwhile, to another visit. The 

following Saturday, Alessandro presents himself with long trousers, high shoes and a shirt, 

ready for his first exploration in the apiary. He wears the veil and gloves and helps me to carry 

my instruments. While I'm visiting the hives and checking the shallow boxes, Alessandro 

follows me, and I realize that he is perfectly at home. We observe a field bee resting on his 

gloved hand. We examine the three pairs of legs, the rear ones are provided with a small 

container like a basket, where the bee collects and transports coloured balls of pollen. And 

then we look at the body, slightly hairy. With a magnifying glass that I brought with me, we 

explore the mandibles and the proboscis used by the bee to suck nectar and water. 

And finally, at the end of the abdomen, we see the sting. 
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 It is connected to a gland that contains venom,  I tell him,  the sting of the bee has 

small hooks and it is connected to the bee digestive system. So when the bee flies away after 

she has stung, the sting remains anchored to the skin together with a part of the digestive 

system. And the bee dies. 

We talk about how this is an extreme strategy for the worker bees to defend the family against 

intruders and possible dangers and how these insects work together for the welfare of the 

whole community. I describe to him how during the summer the bees manage to keep the 

hive temperature around 36-37 degrees Celsius, waving wings and pushing hot air out of the 

hive. Bees can even collect water from the outside which will be sprayed on honeycombs and 

on empty cells to cause evaporation and a decrease in temperature. I make the opposite 

example also, when the temperatures go down below 8 degrees Celsius in winter. The ability 

of these insects to collaborate as a family manages to overcome unsustainable weather 

conditions for the individual. When the cold is biting, the heat production of an individual bee 

is no longer sufficient. The bees then help each other, hugging and layering to assemble a 

cluster. The outer worker bees clap their wings and contract their muscles, producing heat. 

When they are tired, the inside bees take the place of the external ones to allow them to 

recover. This heat production, together with a well-insulated cluster, allows the bees to 

survive external temperatures up to -40 ° C. 

Alessandro looks at me in wonder, the bees have completely won him over. 

 I understand now why a worker bee could eventually sting me. 

And we are ready to make work projects for the next visit. 
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The water powers us all 
Luca graduated in biology with a master degree in ethology. He has worked on energy 
balances of ecosystems and on strategic environmental assessment. 
Since he has joined CREDA, he has been dedicated to education about ecology, indicators and 
sustainability. 
He is the project manager for the cultural enhancement project and the functional recovery of 
Cascina Mulini Asciutti. 
He prefers being outdoors and he sails when he can. 
Until very recently he never imagined he could be interested in hydraulic blades, gears and 
energy transmission systems. 
Now he thinks that he could even become a miller. 

 

hen I started working on the restoration of the mills of Cascina Mulini Asciutti, 

my first purpose was the conservation of the water wheels, the gears, the 

machinery, all the materials abandoned about fifty years ago. According to 

historical documents, the farmstead was built in 1834, near the same place where there was 

already a mill for cereal grinding, as reported on the Barca's Chart (1615) and on the Map of 

Catasto Teresiano (1721) which assesses the dozens of mills on the River Lambro. 

Currently these factories are long lost; some buildings have been restored but the activities 

disappeared and just a few scattered wheels and grindstones remain as evidence of the 

intense activity that used to take place on the Lambro River. 

W 
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I started working with emotion and attention because we could feel the real atmosphere of 

the place: the hidden heritage and knowledge were waiting for us to bring to light again. In 

front of us there were two large rooms with three heavy millstones in each, arranged 

symmetrically with respect to the canal. Among heaps of rubble and wooden planks there 

were many abandoned objects, most of them with an unknown use. Just outside, between 

the two bodies of the rural complex, the water of the millrace flowed and I observed the still 

functioning sluices, the six stone spaces to channel the water where in the past there have 

been six wheels and, finally, the water that seeped just below the bulkhead. Both the water, 

with its sound energy, and a kingfisher almost skimming along the water surface suggested 

to us that the two milling spaces could become something more than just an exhibition of the 

objects. While we were clearing out, classifying the pieces and cleaning up the dust from gears 

and machinery, I began to relish the chance that all this heritage could be restored from the 

moisture and the neglect, as a tangible experience with stories, smells, sounds and most of 

all with the opportunity for everyone to experience the work necessary to convert seeds to 

flour. 
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A real and tangible chance because, unlike so many other mills of our territory, where canals 

and millraces have gone into disuse for neglect and abandonment, in the Park of Monza the 

water is still flowing! It is the water of the Lambro river which, channelled in the millrace 

called Molinara (literally of the Mill) glides now as 200 years ago in the stone ducts, creating 

a water motion capable of moving the hydraulic wheels. 

It started for us and for the many volunteers who have helped us, as a journey to discover the 

history of the place. We had the opportunity to study with loving eyes all the mechanical 

devices that designers and craftsmen, along with many millers that have worked here, had 

designed to transform the water energy into mechanical energy, to make the top millstone 

rotate on the one below, until the final product was produced: fresh, fragrant corn, rye or 

wheat flour. 

There were measurements, tests, observations of water flow and water velocity, analysis of 

the environmental state of the canal, projects, interviews with millers, and visits with 
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carpenters and smiths. Knowledge and many different and complementary skills have been 

brought together to restart two of the six best preserved millstones. For one of these we were 

able to restore the flour production chain, from the loading of the seeds in the hopper until 

the final product was ready in the mill sifter. 
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The millstones are the heartbeat of the whole mill. Obtaining a quality flour is a long and 

complex process. You need to constantly maintain the stones, finely adjust their distance and, 

finally, modify the turning speed of the upper stone on the lower fixed one.  With the right 

space between them, the seed is not crushed but only skinned and you can prevent a burned 

scent that remains in the flour when the two stones accidentally touch each other. 

Sometimes you need to raise the upper big grinder to clean in between them and revive their 

roughness. This is not an easy procedure because of the stones’ weight. To help us we still 

have a pulley system dating back 200 years. Then, with a pointed hammer and some strength, 

you have to sculpt on the two stones some centre-periphery spiral grooves with an opposite 

winding shape to facilitate the exit of the flour from the millstone. 

 

The flour that you get with this slow and stone work is very different from the industrially 

produced one. It is in fact the whole grain cereal that is processed into flour. After the grinding, 

the flour is divided into integral and semi-integral using aa mill sifter which selects particle 

size. Furthermore, a watermill has millstones speed of about 50-100 revolution per minute, 

compared the 300-350 revolutions per minute of an industrial grinding cylinder mill which 

avoids the heating up of the flour and the oxidation of the oil content. 
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It is always a thrill every time I raise the bulkhead and I let the water flow. And every time I 

still feel the astonishment when I follow with my eyes all the mechanisms and gears that fit 

and move properly. In a time when it seems that nothing can move without an engine or 

electricity, a watermill seems quite marvellous. Yet it is a naturally produced energy by the 

force of water that becomes immediately 

useable to move machines and 

transmission gears. It is an invention of 

great importance, especially during the 

Middle Ages, when the watermills have 

allowed many technical applications, from 

the hydrodynamic powered helve 

hammer to sawmills. But even today, this 

knowledge can be reconsidered and 

tested, especially when we consider the 

theme of sustainability and environmental 

quality on a local scale and for significant 

projects for small communities, for 

example for the production of electricity. 

The challenge for us now is to engage 

communities and citizens living around 

the park to produce flour with short chain 

projects. We are only at the beginning of 

this process and while we are learning the 

art of making a good flour, we open the 

watermill to schools and visitors. 

We believe that experience-based 

learning in a real context such as at our 

watermill is the easiest way to learn about 

energy flow, natural cycles, balance and 

resilience, and live in harmony with the environment around us. 
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FLOUR IS THE SURNAME OF THE MILLER 

One spring morning of this year, I meet a primary school class that is spending the whole day 

in our farmstead. From March onwards, every day, we host students of all ages with activities 

related to nature, on the discovery and understanding of our world and on the ecosystems 

that surround us. For example, these children will experience the watermill in operation, then 

they will go in search of the traces of the canals around the farm to see where the water 

comes from and how it generates the energy to move the millstones.  

Afterwards, they will try to grind and sift oats, soft and hard wheat, spelt, rye and corn seeds. 

And at the end they will prepare Pan Meino cookies for the afternoon snack. (Pan Meino 

cookies are a local traditional biscuit made with corn and wheat flour and elder flowers). 

With all the children around to help me, I take the heavy crowbar which I raise the sluice with. 

As I free the water, we feel a breath of fresh wind on our faces. It is running air moved 

suddenly by the water flow. It's a light breeze but it makes us shiver. In the meantime we are 

no longer able to hear each other's voices because we only perceive in our ears the roar of 

the water and the clamour of the vanes which move slowly at first and then faster and faster 

among a cloud of droplets. 

When we were about to go into the milling room to watch the gears moving and transmitting 

the motion to the millstone, a grandfather arrives on his bicycle with his granddaughter. 

Immediately he gets close to us and with excited eyes he starts to tell us his story. I lower the 

sluice to regain the quiet and everybody sits in a circle to listen to him. 
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 When I was a boy, I must have been about fifteen years old or something like that, I came 

here for a summer job with Marco Farina, the last miller of this farmstead. 

A student interrupts him with a clever smile painted on his lips.   How does it come that the 

miller's name is Farina (literally Flour), you just invented it! Everybody was amused and willing 

to know more about this man. 

And that is how we found out together what happened in the '50s in Cascina, just before the 

last miller decided to abandon this activity. The grandfather was at that time a strong boy 

with no wish to study hard - at least this is what he told us. He used to carry corn sacks from 

the general seed store in the city centre of Monza to the watermill to be ground. He rode the 

bicycle of an uncle with a sort of cart. When he was near the Cascina Mulini Asciutti, almost 

always the mill was already in action. He could hear from a distance the hum of the mill, and 

he knew he would have to wait his turn before he could see the seeds turn into flour. 

  There was always something to clean or to repair while waiting!  he says with his bright 

eyes on us. Then he loaded his bag on his back and he emptied it into the wood hopper with 

extreme expertise. During his story, we chase him while he is moving in the milling room with 

the familiarity of someone who knew every detail of the place. 

 Here, mind the step! – and the grandfather points at the wooden ladder to climb up to 

the hopper – Can you see it? I always saw it crooked and I had to be careful not to fall and 

topple the corn. – From his gaze, we understand he must have tumbled several times with 

the corn seeds falling everywhere and Marco Farina shouting. 

We let the grandfather/miller's boy go back to his bike ride with his little granddaughter. The 

students wouldn’t stop asking questions and taking pictures. With their teachers, they decide 

to record what they have listened to in a story to be presented to their parents at the school 

party. And once again I have the perception that the stories that live in this place are many 

and that their voice will stay alive. 
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The goodness of bread 
 

Daniela handles the design and the managing of educational programs for schools and for 

the public and she specialises in education in nature. Her task is bringing people to the 

complexity of environmental problems and providing them with an opportunity to deal with 

sustainability issues, to take action and to see a change towards a more sustainable way of 

life on our planet. 

She loves to walk, especially in the Alps, where she looks for the silence, the crisp air, the 

intricate woods and the coloured lichens. 

She has approached bread baking recently, because the bacteria and yeasts in the sourdough 

produced in Cascina Mulini Asciutti, reminded her of her first love of microbiology and 

molecular biology. 

 
 
 

f there is a food that connects most of civilizations of the world, it is bread. It is an 

amazing food that contains in its simplicity knowledge and traditions, a true cultural 

heritage of all humanity. Bread has been prepared in a thousand forms for thousands of 

years, in very different and distant places of the world as leavened and unleavened bread, 

seasoned with many herbs and with flour made from various seeds. My bread is made by 

natural fermentation of the dough, using naturally occurring lactobacilli and yeast. I do not 

use refined wheat flour. I've been growing my sourdough only recently. Everything started 

slowly, breathing the atmosphere of the place where I work, a farmstead with a mill for 

grinding wheat and corn and with a large oven, enclosed in a small house that is reminiscent 

of a church, almost a shrine to the sacredness of the bread baking moment. 

I 
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Intrigued by the natural rising, I brought home a little bit of sourdough from a baker which 

has crossed seas and mountains, encountering water, flours, hands and hearts and many 

different ovens. 

Since then, once a week, in the evening, I add a bit of flour and warm water to the yeast that 

I keep in the refrigerator. The next morning, the kitchen smells of forest and mushrooms, 

with just a hint of acid. The yeasts and the bacteria have awakened and multiplied: this alive 

mixture is now ready to be added to new flour and water to let the dough ferment and rise. 

I learned how to knead in Cascina, from the expert and wise hands of the bakers with whom 

we have organized natural bakery classes. The dough shouldn't be kneaded too vigorously 

as it is often believed. You need to add the flour all around the sourdough with some water. 

Then incorporate the flour slowly and fold the dough several time and let it rise covered with 

a barely damp cloth. After two or three hours, you can refresh the dough with new flour, and 

start folding and lowering the dough with loving pats. After an additional hour of rest and 

rising you switch to cooking your bread in the oven at 220 degrees Celsius for about forty 

minutes or until, hitting with a clenched fist on the surface of the loaf, you hear a hollow 

sound.   

 

I haven't yet found the ideal cooking process for my oven at home. I'm still experiencing 

temperatures and suitable humidity conditions so that a too hard crust doesn't form which 

would prevent the growth and the release of the gases produced during the leavening. It 
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often still happens that my loaf breaks at its base, creating a typical slot like the mouth of a 

shark. If it were possible, I would bake my bread in Cascina's wood oven. The attempts we 

have made so far in this old and spacious oven have given us good results, with fragrant 

breads and bread pizzas. In this kind of oven, built in refractory stone, the bread can receive 

a large amount of heat from the bottom of the oven chamber. It results in a light bread with 

many air pockets in the soft part inside. Cooking in a wood oven is an energetic experience. 

You make the fire with good firewood. When the refractory bricks turn white, the oven 

temperature has reached about 220 degrees. At this point you can quickly clean the oven 

floor from the coals and ash with a brush and a damp cloth. Then you can place the bread, 

placing a large number of loaves with rapid and precise movements. You finally close the 

iron door, the same one in used at Cascina Mulini Asciutti since 200 years ago. After checking 

the cooking, you proceed to churn and leave the loaves to cool down. 
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Among the actions of the overall project for the cultural enhancement of Cascina Mulini 

Asciutti, we have identified a production chain for our bread project, thinking to allocate the 

wood oven for community projects, in conjunction with the milling activities at the watermill. 

The construction of an agricultural chain for the bread of this type has already been tested 

in our territory thanks to Spiga & Madia community project (literally Ear of wheat & Kneading 

through Project). This project had the object to build a network between three farmers, a 

miller and five bakers along with 600 families from the northern territory of Milan, belonging 

to the Gruppi di Acquisto Solidale (G.A.S., Ethical Purchasing Groups). These groups are set 

up by a number of consumers who cooperate in order to buy mostly organic food, and other 

commonly used goods directly from producers at a price that is fair to both parties. 

The project started from the observation that in our area we do not grow anymore the grain 

to make bread and it is not easy even to know where we get the flour we use. This community 

of people decided to begin a small production of bread starting from the cultivation of wheat 

with some farmers who have experienced organic farming with original seeds in the 

agricultural soils of our region. 
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Spiga & Madia was definitely not an easy project. It has been necessary to find available and 

sensitive farmers, suitable seeds for our area and climate and a traditional mill that would 

stone grind slowly and for small amounts of grain. The problems that the project has 

encountered concern mainly the conservation of the grain prior to milling and of the flour 

later. Finally, with a participatory process, the families have formulated the right price for 

the bread and a transparent cost for the consumer.  Despite its complexity, however, it is a 

project that has pointed out that the participation of people can make a difference in driving 

patterns of production in a local scale. At the end, the project has shown the empowerment 

of these families. They have grown as a community, realizing their own ability to take action 

for positive change: they can buy a local product in order to minimize the environmental 

impact of the transport, a fair-trade product in order to respect the involved workers and a 

good bread both for the people and for the environment because it is made with organic 

flour which helps preserve the soil. 

 

Our participation in this project has been limited to a trial at Cascina Mulini Asciutti, with 

both the production of bread for 60 families with the organic flour produced by the Spiga & 

Madia project and the baking in our wood-burning oven. Unfortunately, the continuous 
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production of more than 80 kg of bread a week especially in the winter season has revealed 

some structural problems of the oven that has led us to temporarily suspend the project. We 

are raising the necessary funding to insulate the oven and to restore the refractory floor 

through a social responsibility shopping project involving some local shopkeepers. 

The oven, meanwhile, has not stopped baking, however. It has hosted projects, it has baked 

breads and pizzas and even 80 loaves of bread to compose a collective work for a cultural 

event for our city. 

 

HOW THE OVEN HAS BECOME OUR HOME. 

Sharing with people the passion for bread allowed us to deepen the profound relationship 

between people and this food. The bread in all its forms is art, work, craftsmanship and 

tradition, but not only that. It is also conviviality, a desire to prepare food together and eat 

together. 

It is exactly what I experienced with a group of teenagers with whom we have worked for a 

year. They have experienced a week of voluntary work in the summer in Cascina Mulini 
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Asciutti: cleaning the millrace, removing the creepers and weeds from a green area near the 

oven, helping Cristina in her apiary and, of course, also resting in the shade of locust trees. 

Among all spaces, the oven area has become our base. We chose it because it is a quiet area, 

a bit secluded from the rest of the farm, where the children, attending the green weeks, are 

playing and shouting. This is the place where we planned our work and we sit chatting, and 

it is here that there is the oven that we decide to clean and to operate during the summer. 

Why is the oven away from the farm? Is it the oven belonging to the farmstead or a little 

house? Who were the people who worked or lived in this little oven/house? So many 

questions, and thinking relating to this site, until we started to think what we could do for 

and in it. 

 I would come here to study,  confides Marco while we take away some cobwebs from 

the ceiling of the small room that is above the oven.  

Everybody nods because this room is a real marvel, it seems to be up on top of the trees. 

From one of the three windows arranged around the perimeter we see a woodpecker that 

is holding tightly to a linden tree while it captures a few insects. 

 I would bake a pizza here! - says Martina, and before she finishes the sentence we all 

already agree with her. We divide the tasks: some to pick the wood, someone to collect the 

ingredients, others to look for the tools for the fire and for the baking and there is still 

somebody that will keep busy with the cleaning. But we all want of course to knead and to 

bake! 

How difficult is it to light a fire? We try in every way, but the wood is probably not dry enough, 

despite the already hot season. Everybody is looking for hidden dry wood. Chiara tries to 

start a fire using natural and household objects to create friction and then finally, in a dense 

smoke that makes us cry, the flame remains lit and the fire soon flares up in the oven 

chamber. 

The temperature inside the oven is increasing too slowly, our wood oven is like a snail! 

 How many hours will it take? This is a totally different story from the electrical oven of 

the house!  and we make do with a pasta because we are starving. 

We take care of the fire as long as we can and in the evening load the oven with wood, this 

time cut and dried properly, and we go to sleep with some doubt on our stokers’ ability, but 

also with the certainty that our pizza will be delicious if we will bake it in such an ancient 

oven. 

The next day everything is ready, the oven is still warm enough and in a moment the fire 

resumes boldly dancing in a thousand flames. We roll out the dough which we had to place 

in the refrigerator to keep it the night before, then sprinkle it all with tomato, basil from the 

garden and mozzarella. 
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We put our pizza in the oven and immediately the aroma of bread fills our noses, we are 

happy, it is as if freshly baked pizzas are able to warm us up and open our hearts. We chat 

and eat, a lot. Some children from the green week program come to us attracted by the 

fragrance of newly baked pizza that spreads throughout the farmstead. It is precisely at this 

moment that we got the big idea. Why don't we bake pizza for the children on green weeks 

in the evenings when they stop to sleep in a tent? 

That's how the bakery and pizzeria activity started for the whole summer ahead. Once a 

week, with those teenagers that had the time, we learned how to make a fragrant dough, 

discovered about the trees and the best wood for the oven, and used the ashes to enrich the 

compost of our garden. 

We learned about the oven and how the cooking times depend on the environmental 

conditions and from the care with which we follow the fire. And then we learned about 

responsibility because we were preparing a meal for the children staying in the Cascina. 
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I think that the experience of making pizza in a real context and for a real need (we are always 

starving!), has been crucial for me and for these teens in terms of learning for sustainability, 

because it has provoked our curiosity and has increased our sensitivity for the place. 

Moreover it has enabled these young people to cooperate, participate and take 

responsibility. 

We have discovered along with the goodness of bread, the goodness of being together in a 

meaningful place. The old watermill with its oven is becoming our home. 
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